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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews methods for the measurement of radio-
activity in body organs based on whole-body radioactivity
measurements. Such measurements can of course only be used to
measure radioactivity in a body organ when the radioactivity is
exclusively localized in the organ or when the ratio of radio-
activity in the organ to that in the whole body is known from
other sources of information. They find particular applications,
however, when the organ is so widely dispersed throughout the
body that more localized measurement is impossible. Examples of
situations in which whole-body radioactivity measurements have
been used in this way are cited. The more important techniques
used for such measurements are described and their respective
advantages and disadvantages indicated. The importance of uni-
formity of counting efficiency with position of source through-
out the body is stressed. Simple systems incorporating sodium
iodide crystal scintillation detectors are shown to combine
satisfactory sensitivity and uniformity of efficiency for clinical
measurements of radioactivity in body organs and have the addition-
al advantage that they can be readily adapted for profile scanning.
Systems incorporating plastic or liquid scintillation detectors are
less convenient in this respect.



T. Scope of Problem

V/hole-bocy counting must be considered of peripheral relevance
to the measurement of the uptake of radi oictivity into organs of the
body since the "whole "body", which is the unique province of the
technique, can scarcely be called an organ, nevertheless, there are
a number of circumstances where the method gives useful information,
Some of these applications are identified below.

All whole-body counters, by definition, should be capable of
i

measuring the amount of radioactivity in the total body. Some designs
are intrinsically incapable of providing- any information on the localiza-
tion of the activity throughout the body, while other designs do have
such capabilities in varying degrees. In the former category would be
induced any instrument making use of o single stationary detector
( a large "4̂ " liquid scintillator, a plastic or Fal(Tl) detector used
in the conventional "chair" or "arc" measurement geometries, etc.).
In the latter category would be included instruments using multiple
stationary detectors (for example, the arc-ay of 54 Nal(Tl) crystals
•vToove and belov the reclining subject, as described by Cohn et al. (l9"9))
and instruments using one or more detectors that move reinfcive to the
body during the course of the measurement (e,g., Y/amer and Oliver, L966).
Thus a number of instruments are not only v/hole—"body counters but also

crude scanners. In tMs paper reference is net rrrde to inform-- —
yielded by such devices used in their scanning mode, as this subject



is more properly discussed elsewhere in this meeting under profile or
area scanning. Instead, the scope of the present review is limited
to measurements on the whole-body without further spatial subdivision
of the recorded counts. It should be borne in mind, however, that
clinical whole-body counters of the future may very well develop
particularly in the direction of supplying localization information
in addition It " ̂ lr-—body information.

II. Applications of Y/hole-Body Counting to Organ Uptake Measurements

In principle one can distinguish two areas in which the measurement
of organ uptake, broadly interpreted, has been undertaken with whole-
body counters. First, the "organ" in question myy be so widely dispersed
throughout the body that any more localized measurement is impossible '
(e.g., skeleton, muscle, blood). Second, a localized organ may contain
nearly all of the radioactivity in the body, such that the determination
of the whole-body activity is also a determination of the organ activity
(e.g., thyroid, liver). In either case, the accuracy of the result
depends upon the accuracy with which activity inevitably deposited in
other organs can be allowed for, Tn the second case, -//hole-body counting
vould probably not be the method of choice.

In some of these applications one -r.ny speik of "organ uptake
measurements" only in a qualified sense, Thus, if no significant route
of excretion from the body exists after the radionuclide has first
entered the blood, whole-body counting may reveal information about
absorption from the gut, but little if any about the metabolic
characteristics of the organ(s) in which the radionuc"1 ide is sub-
sequently deposited.

1, Skeleton

The retained fraction of p-.-my rad Lonuclides is located almost
exclusively in the skeleton beyond a fe'.v days or weeks after administra-
tion, and assay of these radionuclides by whole-body counting is common,
Notable among them are of course the alkaline earths. After a sufficiently
long time most other elements are probably also so distributed. One
common purpose of skeletal uptake measurement is to aid in the assess-
ment of radiation dose, a toxicological issue, Alternatively, the



purpose may reflect a physiological interest, as in the study of
skeletal accretion and turnover using Ca or Sr.

2. Kuscle
One of the most common clinical applications of whole-body counting

is the assay of K. About 98 ft> of the body's potassiiim is in cells,
and about 60 - 65 '."" is in muscle, In one sense such measurements can
be considered z determination of organ uptake, although not in con-
ventional terrs as a percentage of administered potassium, and not
with great accuracy in view of the comparatively large fraction of
potassium located elsewhere.

3. Blood

One classic -application of whole-body counting is the determinat ion
59of the absorption of orally administered Pe. Ten days after administra-

tion about 85 fa of the absorbed activity is in the blood, and the in-
testines are virtually emptied of the tracer. Therefore a whole-body
measurement can be quite reliably interpreted in terms of uptake of the
tracer into blood. However, it must be recognized that the measurement
says little if anything about the blood itself; the measurement directly
reflects only processes occurring in the GJ system, although in certain
pathological conditions these processes in turn reflect the condition
of the blood.

4- Thyroid
131A few days after oral administration of I as iodide to a normal

subject, virtually al] of the body's activity is concentrated in the
thyroid, I-Tence whole—body counting can be used in this case to measure
organ uptake. Such a procedure is not normally to be recommended, a
more direct measurement should have both better sensitivity and better
accuracy, particularly for abnormal cases when the iodine is not at the
time of measurement highly localized in the thyroid,

5. Thyroid métastases

If thyroid métastases are in the body of a patient whose thyroid
gland has been totally removed, the whole-body measurement of I
administered as iodide will a few days after administration reflect

131rather accurately the J I uptake of the métastases.



6, Liver
The liver is one of the body's chief repositories for many sub-

stances. However, for perhaps none of these is a whole-body measure-
ment used to reveal anything of significance about the physiology of
the liver itself. For example, vitamin B-.̂  is deposited mainly in the
liver soon after reaching the blood stream. Measurements with whole-

(-«7 cQ £f\body counters of persons to whom Co-, Co-, or Co-labelled
vitamin B^ has been administered are very useful in elucidating in-
testinal abdorption, but they provide little or no information about
the liver. Again, many colloidal substances are selectively cleared

bJ.o.Qjd...by_ the liver* However, since prompt degradation of the
ïff the liver followed by "excretion "of $he tracer. "Eeora.Ttlie Body

l circumstance, and since wholevbftây ïg0untîft̂  fay
definition reveals nothing about any competition for the particles be-
tween liver and other organs, liver physiology can seldom be thus in-
vestigated. On the other hand, if a particular radioactive substance
is known to be in the liver, and the amount can be determined by whole-
body counting, such measurements can be important from a toxico logical

7.
Insoluble aerosols containing radionuclides may be deposited in

the lungs and a part may remain there or in the regional lymph nodes
persistently thereafter. By quantifying the radioactivity in the
lung region, whole-body counting may provide information either about
the lung's handling of such aerosols or about the radiation doses
associated with particular deposits.

ITT. Whole-body counting techniques

'.'/hole-body counting techniques that reveal some information about
spatial localization of activity have already been excluded from this
paper and left to other speakers. All that can be asked of the remaining
techniques is that they have a uniform efficiency for measuring radio-
activity in different parts of the organ in question (and preferably
in the whole body), that they have adequate sensitivity, and occasionally
that they have adequate spectral selectivity for distinguishing among
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different radionuclides. These issues have been examined in innumerable
papers and conferences, and cannot be thoroughly reviewed here. Instead,
a few comments are made on the performance of two types of instruments
which have distinctive properties for this type of work. Other types
may also give good results,

1, Nal(?l) detectors in "scanning geometry"
Among all types of whole-body counters that use 'Mal(Tl) detectors,

the author considers that those employing some form of "scanning geo-
metry" are generally to be preferred. In this measurement procedure
the subject reclines on a bed, and the Nal(Tl) detector(s) are traversed
during the course of the measurement along the length of the body. It
is immediately obvious that by addition of a slit collimator the de- t
tector could be made sensitive to only a short segment of the body, and
that the recording of counts in comparable segments of the traverse
would yield a profile scan of the body. Consequently, it is the author's
opinion that if information on spatial distribution of activity is really
desired, this type of whole-body counter should indeed be used overtly
as a profile scanner since it lends Itself to this improvement so easily,
Such a procedure is, however, outside the scope of this paper, and for
ruch widely dispersed organs r, s the skeleton rrr-y have no advantages
over the simpler procedure without collimator. It is hereafter assumed
that counts are summed during the course of the entire traverse, yielding
no spatial information.

Almost every conceivable variant of this "scanning geometry" seems
to have been favored in one laboratory or another, but special mention
may be made of 2 variants: (l) A single detector is used, with crystal
face 35 - 50 cm. above the bed, and the measurement is performed first
with the subject prone, second with the subject supine, (2) Two de-
tectors are used, one above and one below the body at 25 - 50 cm from
its center line; a single traverse along the reclining body suffices,
but somewhat better uniformity of response may again be achieved by
making two successive traverses, first of the prone, and second of the
supine subject. Given this general measurement procedure, numerous
conditions remain to be adjusted so as to optimize performance with
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respect to uniformity of efficiency throughout the body, sensitivity,
and spectral selectivity. These may be briefly examined in turn, taking
the reverse order:

a. Spectral selectivity
Mal(Tl) is of course a favorable detector for y-ray spectrometry,

If analysis is cased on counts recorded in the peak region only, this
familiar attribute of these detectors is fully exploited. In clinical
investigations it would be important if dual or multiple tracer in-
vestigations v/ere conducted.

b. Sensitivity
Sensitivity is influenced by crystal size, distance between crystal

face and bed, traverse length, spectral energy range, and shielding.
The quantitative effect of crystal size on counting efficiency

may be taken fron numerous systematic compilations (e.g., Miller and
Snow, 196l). In our own laboratory we have tabulated results for
several crystal sizes, y-ray energies, and spectral energy bands as
measured in uncoilimated "scanning geometry" (Dudley and ben Haim, 196Sa).

The number of counts recorded during the measurement is approximately
proportion?! to the inverse first power of the subject-crystal distance-
Dint-vnces of Iocs th,--n 25 en between crystal face and center line of
subject are impractical, and distances greater than perhaps 50 cm offer
no -n avant age s compense ting for their reduced efficiency.

Traverse length is established primarily on the basis of require-
ments for obtaining uniform efficiency of assay along the body: it
should be at le«st as long as the body in order to count head and feet
with the sane efficiency as the abdomen. At the expense of uniformity,
greater average efficiency can be obtained with shorter scans.

An energy br-.nd covering most of the spectrum of the radionuclide
in question if likely Lo give somev/hat higher sensitivity, in terms of

r~)

the conventional S /B criterion, than is a narrow energy band centered
on the photopeak. Quantitative details, however, depend on~crysta]
size and shielding conditions.

"By use of the so-called "shadow-shield" principle (Palmer and
"Roesch, 1965), which is easily adapted to the "scanning geometry", most
of the shield can be concentrated in the immediate vicinity of the



detector(s). Palmer and Roesch, Tor example, found that with 5 tons
of Pb deployed :n T shadow shield they were able to reduce background
above a spectral energy of about 0.3 T>'eV to the same value achieved in
a complete steel room weighing the order of 10 times as much. This
ease of shielding is one of the attractive attributes of the "scanning
geometry".

c, Uniforrity of efficiency throughout body
The variation of counting efficiency for points distributed along

the length of the body can be made negligible in several ways: traver-
sing at constant speed a total distance extending somewhat beyond the
head and feet; traversing at constant speed through a distance equ-1
to the length of the body, but with a pause at each end; traversing
the length of the body, but with speed reduced toward the ends. i

The more consequential problem is to achieve uniform efficiency
of assay throughout all points in a transverse cross section of the body.
Attenuation of the y rays in the body tends to give lower efficiency
for deeper—lyin:: regions, and geometry tends to give lower efficiency
for off-center regions. Attemiation can be largely offset by selection
of a suitable spectral energy band, and unfavorable effects of geometry
can be largely compensated by proper selection of the shield configvr"—
ti on,

A simple r-tionale underlying selection of spectra] bane is the
f o] lowing, ?irst, nearly every y ray emitted in the body ultimately
emerges from it, although often degraded in energy after undergoing
one or more Corvptcn scattering events. Sllett (l9'̂ 9) has made "onto
Carlo calculations to determine the number of photons smerg:n,g from -m
elliptical cylinder (20 cm x 36 cm x 124 cm) of tissue-like material
having at its center a y-ray point source. Table 1 shows for various
energies of the primary y rays the total percent emerging (whether or
not degraded in energy) and the percent emerging with the full primary
energy. Second, rather large Nal(Tl) crystals of the sort used in
whole-body counting (e.g., 3"0 x 3" or greater) have a fairly high
probability of registering a pulse (although not necessarily a total
absorption pulse) for incident y rays of any energy; therefore the
detection probability does not depend strongly on energy. These two
features combined suggest that if all the pulses in the entire spectrum
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are summed, the effects of attenuation are almost eliminated and
deeper-lying regions of the "body can "be counted with nearly the same
efficiency as superficial regions.

Table 1

Primary energy

80 ke7
160
364
662
1460

Percent of y rays emerging from phantom
T7i th or v/i thout ,- - - . n . -,, .Vi thout enerrv lossenergy loss

54
76
88
95
97

6,J> <->
10,0
16.5
23,7
36.2

This simple rationale is of course only qualitatively correct,
A still "better approximation to uniform effiency can "be attained by
trial and error selection of the energy "band v.'ith this end a] one in
viev.', Some authors have found best results "by using roughly the upper
half of the Cor^pton continuum of1 the spectrum, omitting the total ab-
sorption peak (e.g., Palmer et al., 1969). Others have considered
uniformity adequate when all pulses above a chosen lov/-energy
threshold are accepted (e.g., Oliver and "ïarner, 1966; Dudley and ben
Ilaim, 1968a t-ndi 19"8b).

"figure 1 illustrate? the Latter situation v/ith data recently
collectée1 in cvr 1 '-bora tory on a simple clinical v/hole-boây counter.
This "e^ice uses the "scanning geometry" and s "shadow shield", v/ith
one 4"0 •<• 3" ?'T-aT(?l) crjstal above the reclining subject and another
belov.r (crystal faces 64 cm -part), By slightly raising the head, arms,
and feet of the supine subject, h^s center line can be brought nearly
into the mid-pi -ne of the detector pair- V/e have studied the properties
of this counter v/ith the aid of tv.ro unit— density Presdwood phantoms into
vhich point sources of various radi oisotopes are inserted. These
phantoms are elliptical cylinders representing respectively rather
heavy and rather light adults; specifically, the axes of the phantoms
are 18 cm x 36 cm, and 15 cm x 30 cm, respectively. Figure 1 shows
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593 sets of data recorded during measurements on a point source of Fe ,
and the issue of interest is the degree of similarity among all the
numbers. One set of data (see inset legend) was taken with the point
source located in turn at the indicated positions in the heavy phantom,
A second set was similarly recorded for the light phantom. The third
set was recorded with no phantom present, "but with the source at the
same geometrical positions, in air, as for the first set. A single
normalization condition was used for all sets, and in all sets all
counts in the spectrum above 0.17 î-eV were summed. It is evident that
within a few percent the assay efficiencies are the same for all con-
ditions, irrespective of whether much, little, or no absorbing "tissue"
was present, From related measurements in our own laboratory (Dudley
and ben Haim, 1968a and 196~8b) and in other laboratories, we know that
very similar results can be obtained for a wide variety of crystal sizes'
and y-ray energies.

Y/hile the results in 'Pig. 1 are highly satisfying, they display
recognizable departures from uniformity of counting efficiency through
unfavorable effects of geometry: the points toward the right (or left)
side of the "body" are counted somewhat less efficiently than those in
the center because of their greater distance from the detectors, This
defect v:e expect to eliminate through a simple modification alre^d;/
adopted by 7/arner (1969). Specifically, the shape of the le=i<3 shield
around the crystals will be slightly modified so thnt the crystals
view at any one instant a slightly longer segment of the body along
its sides than along its center-line. This will increase the counting
efficiency at the sides of the body, giving a closer approximation to
unity for all positions in the body,

V/orkers at many laboratories have investigated the properties of
who le -"body counters of the general type described above, for example
Palmer, ̂ oesch, et al. at Ilnnford; V/'arner, Oliver, et al. at Oxford;
Boddy et al, at East Kilbride; and Faversten, Liden, et al, at Lurid,
Our own tests (Dudley and ben Haim, 1968a and 1968b) were directed
specifically toward comparing a wide range of measurement geometries,
crystal sizes, photon energies, sizes of phantoms and humans, and
distributions of radionuclidss throughout the phantoms and humans.
The measurements on humans clearly confirmed the expectations raised
in the phantom studies, namely that efficiency of assay can be nearly
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uniform throughout the entire tody. Most of our measurements on
humans were performed with a single 8"0 x 4" Wal(Tl) crystal, the
subject lying first prone, then supine. Under these conditions, and
using a single normalization condition wherein counting efficiencies
on people were expressed relative to those determined for the same
activity at prescribed positions in one of the Presdwood phantoms,
we found the following remarkable result when summing all counts above
a low energy threshold: Tn 77 measurements, including many different
nuclides in bodies of many sizes at many times after administration
of the nuclide, the greatest departure of the normalized efficiency
from its mean value of 0.95 v;as 0.07.

One therefore concludes, in the context of this meeting: simple
whole-body counters using îTal(Tl) detectors are available that combine ,
good sensitivity and good uniformity of efficiency for y-ray emitting
isotopes distributed in on y pari; of the body. If a radionuclide is
knov.-n through independent evidence to be located in one organ only,
or if the relative amounts present in each of several organs are
known, then whole-body counting can reveal the activities in these
organs with an accuracy of a few percent. If crystals as l~rge as
C"0 £ 4" snd he^vy shielding are used, this ;-. ccur^cy can be achieved
at activity levels even H s lov/ as 10 - 20 nCi, And happily, by simple
codifications such counters can be converted to profile scanners capable
of yielding information on spatial localization of the r?-d: onuclide
r.nd therefore even more suited to organ uptake' studies.

2. Organic scintillation detectors in "4 7r geometry"

",/hole-body counters using large organic scintillators and
approaching a counting geometry of 4̂ T" represent the second major
category of instrument. They are much less commonly used than bhose
based on Nal(Tl" because of their greater cost and complexity, and
therefore less detailed information is available on their performance.
Attempts to simplify these instruments (Earnaby and Jasani,- ]960a) nay
lead to their increased popularity. However, they do not lend them-
selves to easy modification so as to yield information on spatial
distribution of activity in the body, and for organ uptake measurements
their role is therefore limited,,
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Host of these instruments reflect the pioneering developments
based on liquid scintilla tors at Los Alamos (e.g. Van Dilla and Anderson,
1962), Somewhat modified philosophies are represented "by Barnaby and
Jasani (l968a ;.nd 19oSb), v;ho used an inexpensive liquid scintilla tor,
container, and shield, and by Delv/aide (1969), v;ho used a plastic
scintilla tor,

a. Spectral selectivity
The spectral selectivity of these instruments is poor, and they

are therefore not Vvrell adapted to multiple tracer investigations.
Coarse distinctions (e.g. Cs from K) can nevertheless be made.

h. Sensitivity
The great advantage of such large v/hole-body counters over those

based on Nal(Tl) is their high sensitivity. The "simple" system of ,
Barnaby and. Jasani, with liquid scintilla tor tanks 30 cm thjck, gave

/! Oabsolute counting efficiencies as high as 26 f- for K and 39 ̂  for
•̂ 'Co. Even v:ith inexpensive ch?lk shielding, background <.vas lov/ enough

R°, 59to permit an assay of 10 nCi •''Go or Fe to a statistical accuracy of
2 fo jn about 5 mirâtes, Tore elaborate instruments have shown still
higher efficiencies and sensitivities (Van Dill?, and Anderson, 19^2) <,

c. Uniformity of efficiency throughout body
These detectors can offer good uniformity of counting efficiency

for sources in different regions of the body for the same reasons as
already discussed in the c? se of !Tal(Tl) detector?.., Tr ovra ver, less
control i s available over the spectral region fro:'' which counts are
taken, T?irst, the energy resolution ir poor,, Second, background
becones excessively high at lo-- energies, therefore setting a lo,ver
energy limit bo the uceable spectru;i. Barn'-.by and Jar-ani (l96.?b) give
data sho'.ving assay efficiency constant to about 20 ',» for a source of
42X at various positions -":i a v/ater phantom o ̂  dimensions conipr.rablo
to tliose of an adult human, Soniev/hat better perforrrance '-ould be given
by detectors of length exceeding that of the body so as to el inimité
"end effects".

In conclusion: organic scintillation dotector-s used as whole-body
counters with almost 4^ geometry can count -y-ray emitters v;ith high
sensitivity and good uniformity of efficiency throughout the body.
Like Nal(Tl) systems, they can therefore give reliable results in
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organ uptake measurements provided independent evidence is available
on the distribution of the activity in the organs of the body. They
cannot, however, be readily adapted to yield good information on
spatial distribution of activity.
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in spectrum have been summed ahove 0,17 i-eV,
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